Timing has been proposed as a basic function of the cerebellar cortex (particularly the climbing fiber afferents and their sole source, the inferior olive) that explains the contribution of the cerebellum to both motor control and nonmotor cognitive functions. However, whether the olivo-cerebellar system mediates time perception without motor behavior remains controversial. We used event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging to dissociate the neural correlates of the perceptual from the motor aspects of timing. The results show activation of multiple areas within the cerebellar cortex during both perception and motor performance of temporal sequences. The results further show that the inferior olive was activated only when subjects perceived the temporal sequences without motor activity. This finding is most consistent with electrophysiological studies showing decreased responsiveness of the inferior olivary neurons to sensory input during expected, self-produced movement. Our results suggest that the primary role of the inferior olive and the climbing fiber system in timing is the encoding of temporal information independent of motor behavior.
Introduction
In addition to its traditional role in motor coordination, the cerebellum has been implicated in diverse perceptual and higher cognitive functions (Petersen et al., 1988; Leiner et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1994; Gao et al., 1996; Allen et al., 1997; Schmahmann and Sherman, 1998) . How the cerebellum contributes to this multitude of behavioral tasks remains unknown. The remarkably homogeneous and repetitive microstructure and circuitry throughout the cerebellar cortex suggest that the cerebellum performs the same basic function or general computation that is shared by both motor and nonmotor cognitive processes (Thach, 1997; Schmahmann, 2004) . This has been the basis for several theories encompassing the nonmotor functions of the cerebellum (Keele and Ivry, 1990; Ito, 1993; Schmahmann, 2004) . One proposal is that the cerebellum mediates the acquisition and retention of learned behavior including movements and thoughts (Ito, 1993) . Others propose that the cerebellum performs a universal transform by which mismatches between intended and perceived outcomes of motor and nonmotor cognitive processes are monitored and corrected (Oscarsson, 1980; Schmahmann, 2004) . Another hypothesis is that the cerebellum functions as an internal timing device in the milliseconds range for both motor and nonmotor processes (Keele and Ivry, 1990) . A timekeeping or "clock" function has long been postulated for the cerebellar cortex and the inferior olive (the sole source of climbing fiber inputs to Purkinje cells) based on their unique microstructure and intrinsic rhythmic oscillatory properties (Braitenberg, 1967; Llinas and Sasaki, 1989; De Zeeuw et al., 1998) . However, the primary role of the inferior olive and the climbing fiber system in timing and motor control is poorly understood and remains a matter of debate. One view is that the role of the olivo-cerebellar system in timing and error correction of ongoing movement is limited given the relatively slow intrinsic firing rate of the olivary neurons and their variable responsiveness to active movement (Thach, 1968; Armstrong, 1974; Keating and Thach, 1995; Horn et al., 1996; Gibson et al., 2004) . However, it has also been suggested that timing of fast movement and modulation of cerebellar output during movement is accomplished by rhythmic and synchronized firing of ensembles of olivary neurons and their population code rather than individual neuronal oscillations (Welsh et al., 1995; Welsh, 2002) . Welsh et al. (2005) further hypothesized that disorders such as autism may be explained by inferior olive dysfunction resulting in impairment of temporal processing and reaction to fast sensory input.
At the system level, human lesion studies localized cerebellar timing mechanisms to the cerebellar cortex and suggested a medial/lateral dissociation (Ivry et al., 1988) . Medial lesions impaired timing by causing variability of the motor/implementation component of a finger-tapping task, whereas lateral lesions caused clock variability suggesting that the lateral cerebellar hemispheres are critical for the internal timing system (Ivry et al., 1988) . However, other studies questioned this medial/lateral dissociation and suggested a superior/inferior dissociation with impairment of both time perception and motor timing in patients with superior cerebellar lesions (Harrington et al., 2004a) .
Similar to lesion studies, functional imaging studies implicated multiple regions of the cerebellar cortex and showed activation of both the medial and lateral zones during timing tasks (Ramnani and Passingham, 2001; Harrington et al., 2004b) . However, the cerebellar responses specific to the perceptual and motor aspects of timing have been difficult to dissociate (Schubotz et al., 2000; Harrington et al., 2004b) . Whether the olivo-cerebellar system mediates time perception without motor behavior remains controversial (Rao et al., 2001) . The aim of this study was to dissociate time perception per se from the production of timed movements using event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), focusing on the cerebellar system.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twelve healthy volunteers (six men and six women; age, 18 -40 years; mean Ϯ SD, 22 Ϯ 2.7 years) participated in the study. All subjects were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All subjects gave a written informed consent according to the guidelines approved by the Minneapolis Veterans Affairs Medical Center and the University of Minnesota human subjects committees.
Behavioral task. fMRI scans were obtained while subjects performed multiple timing tasks requiring perception and motor performance of complex temporal sequences of visual stimuli (rhythms) in the hundreds-of-milliseconds range (Fraisse, 1974) . Visual stimulation was used to avoid MRI noise interference with auditory stimuli. To effectively identify the neural responses specific to perceptual and motor timing, we used multiple timing tasks with variable event duration and interevent intervals. Rhythms consisted of a sequence of six visual stimuli (200 ms stimulus duration) presented within 4, 6, or 8 s. A combination of two interstimulus intervals (related with 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, or 1:5 ratio) were selected from eight intervals (200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1600, and 2400 ms) to construct metrical rhythms that are more precisely reproduced than nonmetrical rhythms (rhythms related with non-integer ratios; e.g., 1:2.5) (Essens and Povel, 1985) .
The experiment was designed for both subtraction analysis and cognitive conjunction analysis by which areas specific to a cognitive process shared by different behavioral tasks are identified as those activated in common to these tasks and without significant interaction between the tasks (Price and Friston, 1997) .
Subjects performed three different tasks: (1) stimulus-guided synchronized movement with the rhythm by pushing a button "on-thebeat" with the right index finger (SYNCHRONIZE); (2) perception and reproduction of rhythms in which subjects observed the rhythms and, after a variable delay, reproduced the rhythms from memory by pushing the button (REPRODUCE); and (3) delayed matching task in which subjects observed a rhythm and, after a variable delay, observed a second (comparison) rhythm and indicated whether the two rhythms were the same by pushing a button once with the index finger (MATCH). In the motor response phase in REPRODUCE trials, the visual stimulus appeared with each button press, therefore, except for stimulus/response order (i.e., whether motor response was stimulus-guided or reproduced from memory), the motor response phase in both the SYNCHRONIZE and REPRODUCE trials required production of timed movements. Similarly, the perception phase in both the REPRODUCE and MATCH trials required perception of temporal sequences and differed only in whether a motor response was to be performed after the delay (no motor preparation occurred after rhythm perception in the MATCH trials). Thus, rhythm perception was common to both the REPRODUCE and MATCH trials, whereas motor performance of rhythm was common to both the SYNCHRONIZE and REPRODUCE trials. The use of multiple timing tasks allowed for cognitive conjunction analysis to identify the neural responses to the perception and motor performance of rhythm, regardless of the task performed (REPRODUCE or MATCH for rhythm perception and SYNCHRONIZE or REPRODUCE for motor performance of rhythm) (Price and Friston, 1997) To control for visual stimulation and motor response, subjects performed control trials in which rhythms were isochronous (with equal interstimulus intervals of 467, 800, or 1133 ms for 4, 6, and 8 s sequences, respectively). The number of stimuli in control trials was identical to that presented in the SYNCHRONIZE, REPRODUCE, and MATCH trials. Thus, the SYNCHRONIZE, REPRODUCE, and MATCH trials differed from the corresponding control trials only in the complexity of the temporal structure of the rhythms. Therefore, responses specific to perception and motor performance of rhythm could appropriately be identified using cognitive subtraction methods.
During scanning, subjects performed three runs (each with an equal number of SYNCHRONIZE and REPRODUCE trials) and three runs (each with equal number of REPRODUCE and MATCH trials). Twelve to 14 test trials with complex rhythms were presented in each run. Twelve to 14 different complex rhythms were used in a run to minimize familiarity with the complex rhythms. These were chosen from 15 complex rhythms with the following interstimulus interval combinations: EAAEAA, CCACCA, AEAAEA, ACCACC, AAEAAE, CACCAC, EAAAEA, CCFCCF, GBBGBB, BGBBGB, HCCHCA, CHCCHC, DDG-DDG, GDDGDF, and CCHCCH. The interstimulus intervals were as follows: A ϭ 200 ms, B ϭ 400 ms, C ϭ 600 ms, D ϭ 800 ms, E ϭ 1000 ms, F ϭ 1200, G ϭ 1600, and H ϭ 2400 ms. An equal number of control trials (12-14 trials) were presented in each run. Control rhythms had fixed interstimulus intervals as follows: IIIII, DDDDDD, and JJJJJJ, where I ϭ 467 ms, D ϭ 800 ms, and J ϭ 1133 ms. Tasks and trial types within each run were presented in pseudorandom order, counterbalanced across subjects. Each run was 6 min long. The intertrial interval was varied between 4 and 16 s [average, 4 s (2TR) excluding task cues]. This jittered design was used to improve estimation power of event-related activity (Dale, 1999) .
The visual display was projected through a back-lit screen at the head of the scanner bed and viewed via a mirror attached to the head coil. Subjects viewed a circle (visual angle, 1.2°) at the center of a square frame (visual angle, 4.7°) on a black background. Before each task, a written cue ("Synchronize," "Reproduce," or "Match") was presented for 2 s. The square frame brightened to signal the start and end of each rhythm duration. Subjects practiced for one to two runs before scanning.
fMRI. Blood oxygenation level-dependent contrast functional images were acquired with a 3 T MRI scanner (Magnetom Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a gradient echoplanar (T2*) sequence with the following parameters: echo time, 30 ms; repeat time, 2000 ms; flip angle, 90°; field of view, 192 ϫ 192; in-plane resolution, 3 ϫ 3 mm; slice thickness, 3 mm). Thirty-four axial slices covering the entire brain, cerebellum, and brain stem were obtained. A high-resolution anatomical T1 image was obtained with the following parameters: echo time, 4.7 ms; repeat time, 20 ms; flip angle, 22°; field of view, 256 ϫ 256; in-plane resolution, 1 ϫ 1 mm; slice thickness, 1 mm).
Data analysis. fMRI data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2) software (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA). The first three volumes of each run were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. The remaining 177 volumes in each run were realigned to the first image, sinc-interpolated over time to correct for phase advance during volume acquisition, and normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain template with an enlarged box to include the entire cerebellum and brain stem (Z ϭ 85 to Ϫ70 mm). T1-weighted anatomical images were coregistered to the functional scans and transformed into the same MNI template. The functional data were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half-maximum to decrease spatial noise. The head motion parameters were added as covariates of no interest in the statistical analysis model.
Statistical analysis was performed in two levels of a mixed effects model. In the first-level analysis (fixed effects), a canonical hemodynamic response function was used as a covariate in a general linear model as implemented in SPM2 yielding a parameter estimate for each event for each voxel. Seven events were modeled for each subject: motor response for SYNCHRONIZE trials; perception, delay, and motor response for REPRODUCE trials; first-rhythm perception, delay, and second (comparison)-rhythm perception for MATCH trials. Identical events were modeled for control trials. Perception of second-rhythm and motor response in MATCH trials and task cues were explicitly modeled and removed. The remaining intertrial interval represents the baseline. Additional statistical comparisons were limited to four events of interest: (1) motor response in the SYNCHRONIZE trials; (2) rhythm perception in the REPRODUCE trials; (3) motor response in the REPRODUCE trials; and (4) perception of first rhythm in the MATCH trials. Statistical para-metric maps of t statistic for every voxel (transformed to Z statistics) were obtained for each of these four events by subtracting the corresponding events in control conditions using linear contrasts of the parameter estimates. These contrasts were used in the second-level group analysis treating intersubject variability as a random effect and allowing statistical inference at the population level (Penny and Holmes, 2003) . A statistical threshold of Z Ն 3.09 ( p Յ 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons) was used for random-effect results. Homologous activations below the statistical threshold are listed for comparison. The cerebellar atlas and atlas for deep cerebellar nuclei was used for anatomical localization and nomenclature (Schmahmann et al., 1999; Dimitrova et al., 2002) .
Results

Behavioral data
As expected, compared with control rhythms, complex rhythms showed a longer reaction time (measured from the onset of each of the six stimuli in each rhythm to the onset of motor response) in the SYNCHRONIZE trials [262.7 Ϯ 25.9 vs 254.8 Ϯ 33.9 ms (SD) 
fMRI data
Here, we focus on activations within the cerebellum and brain stem. Please see supplemental material (Tables 1-6, available at www.jneurosci.org) for whole-brain activations. Areas activated during rhythm perception in the REPRODUCE and MATCH trials and during motor performance of rhythm in the REPRO-DUCE and SYNCHRONIZE trials are listed in Table 1 .
Areas specific to rhythm perception were defined as those showing (1) higher response during perception of complex rhythms compared with control rhythms (as shown by subtraction analysis) and (2) significant activation during rhythm perception in both the REPRODUCE and MATCH trials (as shown by conjunction analysis). Multiple areas in the medial and lateral cerebellar cortices and inferior olives bilaterally met both criteria (Table 2, Fig. 1 ). There was no activation that could be localized to the deep cerebellar nuclei. Figure 2 shows inferior olive activation during perception of rhythm regardless of the task performed and without a significant interaction between tasks.
Areas specific to motor performance of rhythm were similarly defined by two criteria: (1) higher response during performance of complex rhythms compared with control rhythms (i.e., after subtraction of corresponding motor events in control conditions) and (2) significant activation during rhythm performance regardless of the task performed (as shown by conjunction analysis of motor response in the REPRODUCE and SYNCHRO-NIZE trials). These were in multiple areas in the cerebellar cortex including sensorimotor areas (in the anterior and posterior lobes of the cerebellum bilaterally) corresponding to areas shown in previous fMRI studies of hand movement/somatosensory stimulation (Table 2 , Fig. 1 ) (Bushara et al., 2001; Grodd et al., 2001 ). Motor performance of rhythm (in both the REPRODUCE and SYNCHRONIZE trials) also activated an area within the brain The cerebellar region nomenclature is according to Schmahmann's atlas (Schmahmann, 1999 Data are rhythm perception, motor performance of rhythm, and areas activated in common to perception and motor performance of rhythm regardless of the task performed and without significant interaction between tasks.
stem in the region of the midbrain/red nucleus. Again, there was no activation that could be localized to the deep cerebellar nuclei. The inferior olives showed no activation to motor responses during either the REPRODUCE or SYNCHRONIZE tasks. This was also true even without subtraction of the corresponding control conditions (supplemental Tables 5, 6 , available at www.jneurosci. org as supplemental material). Therefore, lack of inferior olive activity during motor tasks cannot be attributed to subtracting out of the motor-related responses during performance of control rhythms. The specificity of inferior olive activation to rhythm perception was further tested using direct subtraction of motorresponse maps (motor response in the REPRODUCE and SYN-CHRONIZE trials) from rhythm-perception maps (activation to rhythm perception events in common to the MATCH and RE-PRODUCE trials). This showed significant inferior olive activation after subtraction of the response to motor events in the REPRODUCE trial (x, y, z coordinates and Z score at peak inferior olive activity: 2, Ϫ28, Ϫ58, z ϭ 3.52; and Ϫ4, Ϫ32, Ϫ60, z ϭ 2.78) and after subtraction of the response to motor events in the SYNCHRONIZE trial (Ϫ4, Ϫ28, Ϫ56, z ϭ 2.87). There was no significant interaction between SYNCHRONIZE and REPRO-DUCE tasks within the inferior olive.
Finally, we identified areas activated in common to both perception and motor performance of rhythm regardless of the task performed and without significant interaction between tasks. These were in multiple cerebellar areas but not the inferior olive (Table 2 , Fig. 1 ).
Discussion
Our results show activation of multiple areas within the cerebellar cortex during both perception and motor performance of temporal sequences. Neither motor performance nor motor preparation was a prerequisite for cerebellar activity during timing tasks. These results support the view that the cerebellum contributes to motor and nonmotor timing and are in general agreement with the timing hypothesis and other theories advocating a basic cerebellar function that is required for both motor and nonmotor activity (Ito, 1993; Ivry, 1997; Brown and Bower, 2002; Schmahmann, 2004 ).
An important finding of this study is the activation of the inferior olive during perception of complex temporal sequences, which provides new evidence linking inferior olive activity to timing behavior. This has not been shown in previous functional imaging studies of timing (Rao et al., 1997 (Rao et al., , 2001 Schubotz et al., 2000; Ramnani and Passingham, 2001; Dhamala, 2003) . Although the inferior olive neurons have been shown to respond robustly to visual and somatosensory stimuli (Bloedel and Ebner, 1984; Simpson, 1984) , the activation of the inferior olive in the current study was specific to the perception complex rhythms and cannot be attributed to visual stimulation alone (Bloedel and Ebner, 1984; Simpson, 1984) . Visual stimulation in control conditions was identical to that in rhythm perception tasks, which differed only in the temporal structure of the sequence of stimuli. Unlike the temporal sequences used in the current study, which contained multiple time intervals, previous imaging studies of timing mostly applied a single time interval to be perceived and encoded, which may explain the lack of inferior olive activation in these studies (Rao et al., 1997 (Rao et al., , 2001 .
Our results showed no activation of the inferior olive during motor performance of rhythms in either reproduction or synchronization tasks even without subtraction of the corresponding control conditions. Because the synchronization task required both perception and motor performance of temporal sequences, the "suppression" of the inferior olive response to the perception component of the task can conceivably be attributed to the concurrent motor activity. This interpretation would be most consistent with electrophysiological studies showing that the responsiveness of the olivary neurons to sensory input is mostly decreased during expected self-produced movement (Gellman et al., 1985; Horn et al., 1996; Apps et al., 1997; Gibson et al., 2002) . This may further explain the failure to demonstrate inferior olive activation during timing tasks in previous functional imaging studies that mostly used paradigms requiring motor preparation or motor response (Rao et al., 1997; Schubotz et al., 2000; Ramnani and Passingham, 2001; Dhamala et al., 2003) .
Another possible explanation for the lack of inferior olive activation during motor timing tasks is that motor timing may differentially involve the medial and/or dorsal accessory olives (MAO and DAO), whereas perceptual timing involves the principal olive (PO). It has been postulated that the intermediate cerebellum through its direct connections with the motor system mediates the motor aspects of timing, whereas the lateral cerebellar hemispheres and their output nuclei (the dentate nuclei) mediate the cognitive or perceptual aspects of timing through its connections with the frontoparietal association cortex (Middleton and Strick, 1994) . The DAO and MAO receive projections from the intermediate cerebellum, whereas the PO receives projections (via the dentate nucleus) from the lateral cerebellar hemispheres (Kalil, 1979) . Compared with the PO, the MAO and DAO are much smaller in size in humans, and their activation is less likely to be detected with current fMRI methods. Moreover, fMRI methods may not detect motor-related activity if represented with population rather than frequency coding as proposed for the inferior olivary neurons (Welsh, 2002) . Therefore, the lack of inferior olive activity during motor timing tasks in the current study and previous imaging studies does not necessarily rule out a role for the inferior olive in motor timing or timing error correction during movement. Furthermore, the current study does not address motor timing processes related to motor learning and classical conditioning that have also been proposed as a function of the olivo-cerebellar system (Mauk et al., 1986; De Zeeuw et al., 1998; Koekkoek et al., 2003) . Nonetheless, our results provide evidence relating the inferior olive activity to the processing of temporal information regardless of motor activity. Based on our data, we propose that the primary role of the inferior olive and the climbing fiber system in timing is to mediate the encoding of temporal information independent of motor behavior. . C, Time course of the average hemodynamic response at inferior olive peak activation (Ϫ2, Ϫ32, Ϫ54) time locked to perception in REPRODUCE trials (red), perception in MATCH trials (orange), motor reproduction from memory (green), and stimulusguided motor response synchronized to the temporal sequence (blue). Error bars indicate SD. Peristimulus time is in seconds.
